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Rigidity and stability, in addition to superior electronic,
magnetic, and optical properties, have made inorganic frameworks
highly attractive in the search for new, functional materials,1 while
organic and coordination compounds built upon molecular build-
ing-blocks hold great promises for processability, flexibility,
structural diversity, and geometrical control, such as size, shape,
and symmetry.2 Incorporation of the two counterparts into a single
structure may generate organic-inorganic hybrid composites that
enhance or combine the useful properties of both components,
as found in zeolites and other mesoporous oxides.3 For example,
an intensively pursued area in the miniaturization of electronic
devices is the investigation of composite materials that combine
the semiconducting functionality of the inorganic constituent with
the lower weight and volume of the organic component.1,4 Many
examples have been reported in which organic species enter the
inorganic structures through either ionic bonding or relatively
weak H-bonding and van der Waals interactions. However, or-
ganic-inorganic covalent architectures with explicit bonding di-
rections are much needed, but rare.5 The novel periodic meso-
porous organosilicas (PMOs) recently reported have shed light
on the preparation of hybrid materials of this type.6 The ability
to change or modify physical properties, auch as optical absorption
edges, is of equal significance to the synthesis of new materials.
This can be achieved, for example, by controlling the alloy
composition7 and the size of confined systems such as quantum
dots (QD)8 and quantum well (QW).9 Currently, semiconductor

dots are preferred because a very large variation is achievable in
these systems.10 However, it is a great challenge to generate
uniform and periodic lattices of dots.11 Here, we report a new
type of covalently bonded hybrid composites that not only possess
a uniform and periodic structure, but simultaneously offer a
significant variation of optical properties.

The three novel compounds, [R-ZnTe(en)1/2] (I), [â-ZnTe(en)1/2]
(II ), and [ZnTe(pda)1/2](III ), represent the first examples of
chalcogenide-based hybrid materials of which uniform structures
are formed via direct, covalent bonds between the inorganic host
(the II-VI semiconductor ZnTe) and the organic spacers.I and
II were synthesized in ethylenediamine (en) andIII in 1,3-
propanediamine (pda). Both en and pda serve as solvents and as
a source of bifunctional ligands.12 I-III are stable in air for a
long period of time. Upon heating they are converted to ZnTe by
separating out the organic component, L.12 The formation of the
title compounds is, therefore, reversible: ZnTe+ L (solvent)T
ZnTe(L)1/2, L ) en, pda. The conversion between the two groups
of compounds may also be achieved under mild conditions: (I ,
II ) T III .12 X-ray diffraction analysis reveals that the crystal
structure ofI is a three-dimensional network13 containing 2D
[ZnTe] slabs and en molecules, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The
[ZnTe] slabs stack along thec-axis and are interconnected by en
molecules, each bridged to two Zn metal centers from the adjacent
slabs. As shown in Figure 1b, the inorganic slab is a puckered 63

(honeycomb) net formed by alternating, three-coordinated Zn and
Te. It may also be regarded as a “slice” from the zinc blende14 or
wurtzite15 structure of ZnTe. To achieve a stable tetrahedral
coordination, each Zn atom in the layer forms its fourth bond
with a nitrogen from the solvent molecule, en. Note that this
compound is unique in that the en molecules enter the MxQy (Q
) S, Se, Te) chalcogenide frameworks via a rare bridging
coordination to the metal centers. To the best of our knowledge,
such a coordination mode has not been previously reported for a
chalcogenide-based structure. StructureII is a polymorph ofI .
Its crystal structure16 (Figure 2) is closely related toI in that the
local coordination of the metal and chalcogen atoms is similar in
both networks. The differences lie in the topology of the 63 nets
(Figures 1b and 2b) and the relative orientation and connectivity
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between the inorganic slabs and organic pillars in the two
structures. ForIII , its ZnTe slab is topologically similar to that
of I, while the relative orientation of the slabs and the connectivity
between the slabs and the pda molecules are different.17 The
synthesis ofIII demonstrates that organic spacers of different
length can be incorporated into the same inorganic bulk.

The optical absorption spectra of the three compounds,
measured by diffuse reflectance experiments,18 are depicted in
Figure 3a. The new absorption edges of 3.5, 3.3, and 3.4 eV were
found for I , II , and III , respectively, compared to the value of
2.1 eV measured by the same method for bulk ZnTe (Figure 3a),19

indicating a very large blue shift (1.2-1.4 eV) of the absorption
edge. In addition, some new distinguishable peaks appear above
4.0 eV in the spectra of all three phases. To confirm this large
blue shift, we have calculated the band structure and transition

probability spectra using density functional theory within local
density approximation (LDA).20 Our calculated band gap of bulk
ZnTe is 1.2 eV, which is smaller than the experimental value of
2.1 eV due to the well-known “band gap problem” of the LDA.21

This systematic error of 0.9 eV is demonstrated22 to be transferable
when we change from bulk ZnTe to hybrid compounds. The
calculated transition probability23 for I is shown in Figure 3b.
We see that the onset of effective transition edge indeed shifts
from 1.2 eV for bulk ZnTe (see the inset of Figure 3b) to 2.5 eV
for I . Both the observed blue shift of absorption edge and the
new distinguishable absorption peaks can be explained by
quantum confinement effect (QCE). The change of kinetic energy
due to the QCE will increase the band gap and the energy
separation of allowed transitions near the absorption edge.24 The
latter makes the near-edge absorption more resolvable. Note that
such a large blue shift of 1.3 eV of optical absorption edge can
be achieved only for very small, chemically grown, colloidal dots
(for example, CdSe or InP dots11,25) in which a uniform structure
would be virtually impossible. By contrast, all of our hybrid
compounds here have uniform and periodic structures.

The formation ofI-III has demonstrated that (a) the appropri-
ate solvothermal conditions and strong donor solvents are
powerful enough to break the 3D ZnTe lattice into slabs, (b) the
direct, covalent bonding of organic ligands to ZnTe bulk has
allowed the structural information of the organic species imprinted
onto the inorganic framework, (c) such a covalent organic-
inorganic network exhibits a drastic change in the optical
properties, and (d) the uniform, periodic hybrid composites are
generated in a controllable manner. It may be possible to vary
the thickness of the inorganic layers and thus modify the optical
properties as desired.
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Figure 1. (a) View of structureI shown along theb-axis with the unit
cell outlined. The large solid circles are Zn, shaded circles Te, and small
open and singly shaded circles C and N, respectively. (b) The 2D [ZnTe]
slab projected along thec-axis.

Figure 2. (a) View of II along thec-axis. The same labeling scheme as
in Figure 1 is used here. (b) The [ZnTe] slab projected along theb-axis.

Figure 3. (a) Optical absorption spectra for I, II, III, and bulk ZnTe. (b)
The calculated transition probability spectrum forI . The arrow indicates
the onset energy at which an abrupt increase of absorption occurs. Some
minor absorption takes place below this onset energy because of the
energy levels of Te dangling bonds and some organic states inside the
intrinsic band gap. In the inset, the theoretical transition probability
spectrum of bulk ZnTe is shown.
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